
 

Blended Unit Plan 
Please use this template as a guide for your instructional planning. 

Unit Title 

Weather 

 
Author 

Ellen Weaver 
 
Tag Field  

aaps-tbdl 

 
Content Area 

Science 
 
Grade Level 

K/1 
 
The Description should contains a succinct overview of teaching and learning that occurs in this unit. 

The Weather Unit guides children through a yearlong study of weather. Children observe, measure, describe, and record aspects of weather such as temperature, air, wind, 
and clouds; practice using tools to measure weather; and look for weather patterns. The unit provides a number of experiences that offer children a connection with the 
weather in their environment. In the process, children learn that weather is an important, dynamic, and sometimes unpredictable part of nature. 

 
Learning targets should accurately describe the content/concept that students will be able to demonstrate mastery of. 

● A meteorologist observes, measures, describes, and records the weather 
● The sun plays a role in weather 
● Air plays a role in the weather 
● Air surrounds us, and takes up space 
● Wind is a moving flow of air 
● Clouds play a role in the weather and can be identified by their features 

● Weather is how the sky looks and feels 
● Weather is measurable 
● Water, in its many forms, plays a role in the weather 



● Patterns are discovered by observing, measuring and graphing weather over time 

 

Instruction and Activities 
❏ What instruction and activities will 

students engage with in the face-to-face 
(F2F) environment? Which will you now 
move to the online environment?  

❏ How is technology is used to facilitate and 
enhance instruction and activities 

❏ Technology is used to facilitate and 
enhance classroom communication, 
which could include: 

❏ Teacher to student learning 
supports and feedback 

❏ Student to student collaboration 
and peer-review 

❏ Teacher to parent communication 
of expectations 

 
Include descriptions and/or links to instruction 
and activities in the t-chart below. 

Assessments 
● What instruction assessments will 

students engage with in the face-to-face 
(F2F) environment? Which will you now 
move to the online environment? Think 
about how you balance your assessment 
strategies (formative and summative).  

● Technology is used to facilitate and 
enhance formative and summative 
assessments 

 
Include descriptions and/or links to assessment 
in the t-chart below. 

Resources 
A selected repertoire of high quality resources 
that would equip a teacher to teach the unit is 
listed here. 
 
Include descriptions and/or links to resources in 
the t-chart below. 

Use the T-chart below to map out instruction/activities, assessments and resources required for this blended unit. 
 

F2F Online 

This unit is designed to enhance existing curriculum. Lessons can be 
combined, take one session or multiple depending on the needs of the 
class and the pacing of these lessons in coordination with grade level 
expectations. 
 
What is weather? Meteorologists 
Foldable - 
 http://secondarydifferentiation.weebly.com/foldables.html tutorial 
 

These suggestions require Seesaw, Kahoot, Plickers Formative, and 
access to the internet/youtube. 
 
What is weather? Meteorologists 
https://youtu.be/qWWx3reC9qA Meteorologists - what is weather? 
https://youtu.be/9NZz-EeveJ8 Meteorologist - on weather maps 
 
Pre-asses : Have students answer the question “what is a meteorologist?” 
on Seesaw (choose one tool, video/drawing/note most likely) 
 

http://secondarydifferentiation.weebly.com/foldables.html
https://youtu.be/qWWx3reC9qA
https://youtu.be/9NZz-EeveJ8


https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1OueiT6_yhv3FR-S3744hJzPU3uEGip
dHuPB8E4DxZds/edit?usp=sharing example 
 
Create a foldable so that students can learn about some basic weather, 
and what the job of a meteorologist is! Make each tab a different relevant 
piece of weather (sunny, rainy, snowy, windy, cloudy). 
 
Pair each type of weather with a nonfiction text of appropriate level. Before 
reading, ask children to describe that type of day (windy, cloudy, sunny, 
etc.). Read the story, then have the children fill out their foldable on that 
type of day! This can take one day, or several. 
 
Assessment: Can students describe the type of weather? Add details to 
drawings that accurately reflect types of weather? Differentiate between 
them? Make connections? Add feelings? 
 
Additionally, you can jigsaw this lesson. First, model the activity as a whole 
group in which you explore resources about one type of weather. Then, 
group students in a “home group”.  Split the group so that one member of 
each group learns about a type of weather. Then students can join back 
with their home group and teach one another about what they learned 
using classroom/online resources, helping their home group to fill out each 
section of the foldable. 
 
Clouds 
Introduce each type of cloud one at a time using youtube videos/supported 
read alouds.  
 
Craft activity: foldable (fold one piece of paper in half, and then in half 
again. After each cloud is introduced, allow students to try and create the 
cloud on one section of the foldable. Various cotton ball formats are 
available and would be the only material necessary beyond paper and 
writing materials. 

Potential Post-asses- Allow students to take a Formative open response 
quiz to create and describe a meteorologist. Alternatively, use the foldable 
activity, or a Seesaw post. 
 
Check the weather daily. 
https://weather.com/weather/today/l/Ann+Arbor+MI+USMI0028  
Check the high and low temperature, and look at the current weather map 
if there is a lot of precipitation and make observations about trends, etc. 
 
An example of a daily, editable calendar: 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-c7KdYU1d3EeWhGQUZsbHBCYzA/view
?usp=sharing  
 
Classroom job: You could have a weekly meteorologist team that does a 
post about the weather for the week on Seesaw as a video using the 
teacher’s account so it can be posted in everyone’s folders. 
 
Clouds:  
Plickers Pre/post assessment (multiple choice for each type of cloud.) 
Reassess after completing the lessons on clouds

 
 
Seesaw : Allow students to take ipads outside and document cloud types 
via video or picture! - Teacher can capture image/video and post to all 
folders or students can individually have the opportunity. 
 

https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1OueiT6_yhv3FR-S3744hJzPU3uEGipdHuPB8E4DxZds/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1OueiT6_yhv3FR-S3744hJzPU3uEGipdHuPB8E4DxZds/edit?usp=sharing
https://weather.com/weather/today/l/Ann+Arbor+MI+USMI0028
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-c7KdYU1d3EeWhGQUZsbHBCYzA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-c7KdYU1d3EeWhGQUZsbHBCYzA/view?usp=sharing


 
Associate hand signs with cloud types to support all students. Many times if 
they can’t always remember the word they can at least remember the 
symbol 
 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-c7KdYU1d3EMktWM1lXTVpKZnM/view?
usp=sharing Hand sign example 
 
Suggested texts: Tomie de Paola “The Cloud Book”, Tom Lichtenheld 
“Cloudette” 

 
 
Reading supports (https://www.teachingbooks.net/tb.cgi?tid=1447&a=1) 
 
Thermometers 
Start with a large classroom sized, working thermometer.  Explain that it is 
a tool scientists use to discover the temperature of things. Ask i f they know 
that word. Temperature is how hot or cold something is. Allow students 
individually or in groups to observe their own thermometers.  If using 
supporting curriculum, integrate any journal pages. Also address the 
difference between Fahrenheit and Celsius as units of measurement. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nbU1TXT3Bg&list=PL4D17D18D91FA
431E&index=5 Cloud in a bottle  
 
https://youtu.be/iUvtSkcRwZ0 Stratus clouds 
https://youtu.be/232LFz-aiz4  Cumulonimbus clouds 
https://youtu.be/Zwaahudracs Cirrus clouds 
https://youtu.be/2hCIgsCKoWE Cumulous clouds 
 
https://scied.ucar.edu/webweather/clouds Website resource 
 
Thermometers 
Everyday Math’s online toolkit provides a thermometer option that is an 
excellent, interactive resource. 
 
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=74# lesson plan/activity support 
https://www.mathsisfun.com/measure/thermometer.html interactive 
thermometer w/ picture supports 
 
Seesaw - Have students make a post to reflect their observations about the 
thermometer or ice melting more or less in the sun vs. the shade. They 
could alternatively answer the question “Why is the temperature different 
inside than outside?” or “What kind of tool is a thermometer?” 
 
Seesaw craft - Give students a range of craft supplies and instruct them to 
build a thermometer. Options: 

1. Students can design on Seesaw and then build 
2. Students can create and then describe/label on Seesaw 

Alternatively, students can simply draw and label a thermometer. 
Or, Students can take a photo of a thermometer and report what 
temperature it is reading! 
 
Alternatively, create a Kahoot Quiz with or without student input. Student 
generated questions are a bonus as it enhances ownership of the material, 
and removes some of the stress of the game! Suggested questions 
include: 

● Ice melts fastest if it is ___________ (hot) 
● A thermometer measures ____________ (temperature) 
● A thermometer is a science _____________ (tool) 

 
Wind 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-c7KdYU1d3EMktWM1lXTVpKZnM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-c7KdYU1d3EMktWM1lXTVpKZnM/view?usp=sharing
https://www.teachingbooks.net/tb.cgi?tid=1447&a=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nbU1TXT3Bg&list=PL4D17D18D91FA431E&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nbU1TXT3Bg&list=PL4D17D18D91FA431E&index=5
https://youtu.be/iUvtSkcRwZ0
https://youtu.be/232LFz-aiz4
https://youtu.be/Zwaahudracs
https://youtu.be/2hCIgsCKoWE
https://scied.ucar.edu/webweather/clouds
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=74
https://www.mathsisfun.com/measure/thermometer.html


Notice and show the temperature in the classroom right now. Take the 
class sized thermometer outside on a sunny day and observe to see if the 
temperature changes. Move into the shade and see if the temperature 
changes.  
 
Repeat this exercise with thermometers alongside ice cubes in a clear 
ziplock bag. Observe the ice first and make a hypothesis about what will 
happen to the two bags outside. Place the bags out, one in the sun and 
another in a shady spot. Revisit the bags after some time has passed, and 
see if any changes have taken place. 
 
 
Craft activity - give access to a variety of craft supplies and allow students 
to build their own thermometer and describe the design as a seesaw post. 
 
Wind 
Materials: windsock or streamer on a stick/or or access to flag, pinwheels, 
bubbles, water, fine dirt or sand. Partner students, or allow them to 
investigate in groups/individually. 
 
Do a thinking web and collect all of the student’s ideas about wind.  Go 
over important wind vocabulary (strong, weak, blow, air) 
 
Then go outside and allow students to experiment with different objects to 
see if they can make observations about the wind and it’s direction and 
intensity. 
 
Water 
States of matter 
Materials: 3 matching containers with lids, water 
Have a conversation about liquids, solids, and gas.  
 
A solid is something that has molecules really close together. It does not 
change its shape very easily.  To simulate a solid, have students tense up 
their muscles and shake just a little bit. List some solids they can observe 
in the room. Pour a mix of bulky solid objects into a small container and 
see if they take the form of the container.  
 
A liquid is something that has molecules that move more easily. It changes 
it’s shape to fit the container it is inside. List some liquids they can observe 
in the room. Have students practice some flowy movements as liquid’s 

Seesaw - allow students to make a drawing to illustrate their findings from 
the experiment with the different materials, or take and upload pictures to 
add to their Seesaw journals from the teacher account. Students can 
always go back and add comments to these pictures about their 
observations as a center 
 
 Alternatively, let students first design a wind observation tool in Seesaw. If 
possible, then allow them to build and test their tool. Suggested: provide a 
list of materials or establish realistic creation guidelines. 
 
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=72 wind resource 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXYFLvPjfTQ Wind 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqbTrbxWT1o Wind Direction & speed 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDH1Ii-WglI&index=4&list=PLGVVqeJo
dR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK How does wind effect weather? 
 
Water 
Google maps - Pull up google maps, and use the earth version. Ask 
students how we can tell the difference between land and water.  If 
available, allow students to independently or in small groups search google 
earth/maps for bodies of water.  
 
Use a weather map (weather.com or similar) to check out precipitation 
around the world! Zoom out to see the state, country, and more. Teach 
them how to read the key, as different types of precipitation are different 
colors depending on their solidity and intensity. 
 
Create a class video for all student folders demonstrating the signs for 
precipitation. 
 
Seesaw- Take photos of the cups in each state to document their changes. 
One photo for each group would do! Students can then make comments 
and observations. 
 
Make a teacher post of the three containers containing a solid, a liquid and 
a gas so students can comment their observations. 
 

http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=72
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yXYFLvPjfTQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SqbTrbxWT1o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDH1Ii-WglI&index=4&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDH1Ii-WglI&index=4&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK


molecules are not quite so close together.  Pour a liquid (water) into the 
second container and observe. Try pressing the water down and see if it 
can be compressed (nope). Talk about how liquids and solids do not like to 
be squished into spaces they can’t fit. 
 
A gas is something that has crazy molecules that are farthest apart and fill 
the whole space they are in! Take a deep breath, air is filling up the whole 
space in your lungs! Let it out. Gas molecules spread out as far as they can 
and zoom around! Let students do some zoomy sort of quick gestures. 
Make a show of collecting some air from the room and then put a lid on the 
container. Gasses can be compressed. 

 
Water can change into all three states very easily. Allow students to each, 
or in groups, put something in a small, clear cup or container of water (a 
bead, small animal toy etc.). Observe the water using the 5 senses (avoid 
taste). Check the temperature and record information. Freeze the cups and 
repeat the observation process. Mark the cup’s water level. Allow the cups 
to sit out for the next few days and observe daily.  Be sure to note 
temperatures effect on each state. 
 
Frost - When the opportunity presents itself, take students outside to 
observe a frosty morning and make a compare/contrast chart or venn 
diagram between frost and snow. 
 
Precipitation 
Connect this discussion to temperature. Each type of precipitation falls 
according to the temperature outside. It is colder the higher up you go in 
the atmosphere. Students can use their fist to represent the earth, and then 
move their other hand around their fist to simulate the atmosphere. 
 
Use hand signs for each type of precipitation. (rain - spirit fingers high to 
low, hail - pound thighs, snow - spirit fingers zigzag, sleet - mix of rain and 
snow sign) 

Encourage students to compare and contrast two of the three states of 
matter using a Seesaw tool. 
 
Allow students to do a before/after picture of their water drawings to profile 
the process of evaporation. 
 
Create a Kahoot quiz with student input. Suggested questions: 

● When water turns from solid (ice) to liquid (water) it______ 
● When water turns from liquid (water to solid (ice) it__________ 
● An example of condensation is_______________ 
● An example of evaporation is________________ 

 
 
https://youtu.be/TWb4KlM2vts Water cycle song (catchy) 
https://youtu.be/8ZjpI6fgYSY Seasons song (catchy) 
 
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=62 snow resource 
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=66 rain resource 
 
Precipitation 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SesRrocIFtc&index=34&list=PLGVVqe
JodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK What is Precipitation? 
 
https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/RAIN/347/1 Rain sign 
https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/HAIL/5328/1 hail sign 
https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/SNOW/2555/1 snow sign 
 
https://www.wunderground.com Precipitation level active resource 
 
https://youtu.be/pLRAsAo5l0o Rain gauge tutorial 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOzdcM-YZ2U&index=9&list=PL4D17
D18D91FA431E Make your own rain gauge 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQJsJRNJOfI&index=32&list=PLGVVq
eJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK Why does it rain? 
 
https://youtu.be/T2-vbqafJNU Bill Nye Water Cycle 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSS4xQNfmMs sleet 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozQJIBqFbJI Snow 

https://youtu.be/TWb4KlM2vts
https://youtu.be/8ZjpI6fgYSY
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=62
http://www.weatherwizkids.com/?page_id=66
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SesRrocIFtc&index=34&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SesRrocIFtc&index=34&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/RAIN/347/1
https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/HAIL/5328/1
https://www.signingsavvy.com/sign/SNOW/2555/1
https://www.wunderground.com/
https://youtu.be/pLRAsAo5l0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOzdcM-YZ2U&index=9&list=PL4D17D18D91FA431E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOzdcM-YZ2U&index=9&list=PL4D17D18D91FA431E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQJsJRNJOfI&index=32&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQJsJRNJOfI&index=32&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://youtu.be/T2-vbqafJNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSS4xQNfmMs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozQJIBqFbJI


 
Rain is liquid water, hail and snow are solid water, clouds and fog and 
steam are gas -state water, and sleet is a mix of solid and liquid. 
 
Introduce a rain gauge as a scientific tool to gather data on the amount of 
rainfall. If possible, install a rain gauge outside your window, in your school 
garden or somewhere accessible, but safe. 
 
To simulate the use of a rain gauge, students can collect “rainfall” from a 
spray bottle or watering can in a container, preferably a graduated cylinder 
and then measure the amount of rainfall. 
 
Point out 32 degrees on a thermometer. This is the freezing point. If it is 
below 32 degrees precipitation can freeze and become snow. 
 
Snowflake study - allow students to create their own symmetrical 
snowflakes using pattern blocks. 
 
Additonal snowflake activities/read alouds: 
http://beyondpenguins.ehe.osu.edu/teaching-about-snowflakes-a-flurry-of-i
deas-for-science-and-math-integration  
 
Sleet occurs when it is cold high in the atmosphere but just above freezing 
closer to earth. This is a mix of rain and snow and can be very dangerous 
 
 
Evaporation/Condensation 
Using a spray bottle, spray some water on a piece of construction paper. 
Make observations.  Leave the paper hanging throughout the following 
discussions/activities. 
 
Introduce the vocabulary evaporation which is the process when water 
changes state from liquid to gas.  Have students compare their data and 
observations from watching their cups of water. Make a list of evaporation 
examples, like a hot pot on a stove (steam). 
 
Alternatively: Allow students to draw pictures on construction paper in 
water by dipping their fingers in water. Watch what happens to the pictures! 
 
Talk about what happens on a very hot day when you take a cold drink out 
of the fridge. Introduce the concept of condensation, or the change in 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bl7K4D3ccfE&index=30&list=PLGVVqe
JodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK How does snow form? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VWpPjRZImU Snowflakes 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxv_M0p_I2A&index=9&list=PLGVVqeJ
odR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK Hail 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T51tbNKzxkA&index=13&list=PLGVVq
eJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK Thunderstorms 
 
Document snowflake pattern blocks with Seesaw. 
 
Assessment: Create a Plickers quiz with supporting pictures to see if 
students can identify between different types of precipitation. Test students 
before the lesson, and after the lesson! 
 
Create a Plickers Quiz to see if students can differentiate between different 
weather tools/states of matter: (windsock, thermometer, rain gauge, map 
key, liquid/solid/gas, evaporation, condensation, etc.) 
 
There are additional resources if you have access to Discovery 
Education.com. 
 
Encourage students to pursue weather related research using kiddle.co (a 
friendly search engine), worldbook kids (an online encyclopedia), or 
National Geographic Kids.com 
 
Culminating Activity: 
 
Create a class video which profiles your weather studies. This is highly 
flexible and could look like a series of skits, tell a cohesive narrative, or 
outline important learning goals. I would suggest grouping kids into 
Meteorologist, Cloud, Thermometer, Wind, and Water groups.  Each group, 
with adult support, can create a script for teaching people about their area 
of focus. This may require parent volunteers. It would be ideal to have one 
adult with each kid group. 
 
Begin with a brainstorming session to let your group decide what type of 
video they want to make. 
 
Meet with each group and help refine their idea. 

http://beyondpenguins.ehe.osu.edu/teaching-about-snowflakes-a-flurry-of-ideas-for-science-and-math-integration
http://beyondpenguins.ehe.osu.edu/teaching-about-snowflakes-a-flurry-of-ideas-for-science-and-math-integration
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bl7K4D3ccfE&index=30&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bl7K4D3ccfE&index=30&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VWpPjRZImU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxv_M0p_I2A&index=9&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lxv_M0p_I2A&index=9&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T51tbNKzxkA&index=13&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T51tbNKzxkA&index=13&list=PLGVVqeJodR_bqVT3iXTRNQ9gIUjuXIEvK


state from gas to liquid. Give more examples, like fog on windows.  If at all 
possible, allow students to experience condensation through an experiment 
like the one below. 
 
http://www.lookwerelearning.com/2014/03/condensation-science-experime
nt/ Condensation example experiement. 
 
At the conclusion of the lesson, go back to the piece of paper, which should 
be dry now.  Where did the water go?  

 
Have students practice their recording while you are meeting with other 
groups or create/collect props they will need.  
 
Have each group act out or describe their scene to the other groups while 
the rest of the groups watch and then give feedback. 
 
Allow time for revisions.  
During filming, have each group either watch or practice. You may need to 
“be on location” and move around the school building or outside. 
 
The recorded videos can be spliced together to create an iMovie, or be 
uploaded in segments to Seesaw. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.lookwerelearning.com/2014/03/condensation-science-experiment/
http://www.lookwerelearning.com/2014/03/condensation-science-experiment/

